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Toy Haulers at Motor Home Specialist in Texas

Toy Haulers are now a part of Motor Home Specialist Inventory of New RVs and Used RVs.

May 27, 2008 - PRLog -- The world of Toy Haulers has exploded onto the RV industry scene. To keep of
the demand Motor Home Specialist is now offering a wide variety of motorized and 5th wheel toy hauler
models.

Motorized toy haulers are one of the most luxurious ways to travel without having to give up the toys. At
Motor Home Specialist you will find, not only a diverse selection of toy hauler models, but price points as
well.

We offer the Enduramax Gladiator Toy Hauler by Gulf Stream. The flagship model of Gladiator is the
“Super C” model. This luxury diesel RV features a one-of-a-kind full body paint scheme, diesel generator,
high-end sound system and electronics. You will also find large living areas as well as garage area. Because
the Gladiator is a “Super C” toy hauler the garage is accessible by a hydraulic rear lift gate. If you are
shopping for something both powerful and distinctive the Gladiator Super C Toy Hauler just might do the
trick.

The Enduramax Gladiator is also available in a standard class C toy haulers model. The class C toy hauler
is compact, affordable and available with many of the same luxury features you would find in the Super C
model toy hauler. Because of the class C chassis the garage is easily accessed by simply dropping the rear
garage door of the RV. These toy haulers are perfect for not only the motorcycle and 4-wheeler enthusiasts,
but the average family just looking for a great way to enjoy the lake or any other family retreat. A class C
toy haulers garage is a perfect place to easily load the bicycles, beach balls, lawn furniture, grills and
whatever else the family wants to take on their adventure without sacrificing the sleeping and living areas
of a standard class c motor home.

One of the most popular toy haulers in the RV industry is the Bounty Hunter class a gas toy hauler. The
class A Bounty Hunter is another fine product from Gulf Stream RV. What makes the Bounty Hunter toy
hauler so unique is the class A gas toy hauler design. A class A toy hauler offers the most interior living
space and garage length of any toy hauler model. The Bounty Hunter toy hauler features a 40’ floor plan
and a huge slide-out living room. It is available with a beautiful full body paint job, fiberglass roof, large
LCD TVs, king sized loft sleeping area, power bunk beds and much more. The Bounty Hunter toy haulers
garage is also very easily accessible with a large drop down rear garage door. The additional height of the
Bounty Hunter’s garage door makes this coach one the easiest to load and unload in the RV industry
including for those people with low clearance choppers. If you are shopping for a truly awesome class a gas
toy hauler you have to see the Bounty Hunter by Gulf Stream RV.

The Bounty Hunter is available as a class A diesel toy hauler model as well. The diesel engine provides
more power and versatility of extended “dry camping” due to the diesel generator. You will find all of the
luxury amenities of the class a gas toy hauler with even larger dining, sleeping and garage areas. Before you
settle for something less stop by Motor Home Specialist and see what this class a diesel toy hauler has to
offer.

Read more at: http://www.mhsrv.com/toy-haulers.htm

http://www.mhsrv.com/
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